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Abstract 

Working capital management is concerned with the problems that arise in 

attempting to manage the current assets, the current liabilities and the 

inter-relationship that exists between them. Salt is a part of human food 

and life without salt is in trouble. Salt is a mineral of universal distribution 

and salt occupies an important place in the life and economy in country. 

The present study attempts to examine of working capital management of 

salt Industry and its problems in reference of Sambhar Salt Ltd. 
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orking capital management in an integral part of over 

financial management and has a bearing on the objective of 

maximising of the owner's wealth. To a financial manager, the 

sphere of working capital throws a welcome of working challenge and 

opportunity.  

A study of working capital is of major importance to internal and 

external analysts because of its close relationship with the current day-

today operations of a business. There are two concepts of working 

capital ‘gross concept’ and ‘Net concept’. Gross concept working capital 

represents total assets and net concept working capital is the excess of 

current assets over current liabilities. There are so many techniques to 

analyse the working capital in Sambhar Salts Ltd. There are ratio 

analysis, fund flow statement, cost- volume profit analysis, cash flow 
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statement- working capital budget, trend analysis etc. In this paper 

researcher used trend analysis.  

Introduction of Sambhar Salts Ltd 

Hindustan Salts Limited [HSL] was incorporated on 12th of April,1958 as 

a company fully owned by the Government of India to take over the salt 

sources at Sambhar, Didwana and Kharaghoda earlier managed by the 

salt Department, Government of India. Sambhar Salts Limited [SSL] was 

incorporated on 30.09.1964 as a subsidiary company of Hindustan Salts 

Limited by transferring the salt sources at Sambhar subsequently. The 

Sambhar lake salt sources were transferred to a newly formed subsidiary, 

company, Sambhar Salts Limited in terms of V.K. Krishnamachari Award. 

The equity of Sambhar Salts Ltd. is owned 60% Government of India 

through Hindustan Salts Limited and 40% by Government of Rajasthan in 

terms of V.T. Krishnamachari Award. Sambhar Salts Limited has been 

made a subsidiary company which is having over 90 sq. miles of 

production area at Sambhar and Nawa. 

SSL has recently diversified the business to many courts and 

considerable infrastructure has been added to produce various varieties 

of high quality salt. Therefore depending on the order, we can process 

and send any type and quality of salt. 

Sambhar Salts Limited does meet its working capital requirement 

through cash credit arrangement and internal resources. Therefore, it is 

essential to know whether working capital is the factor affecting the 

profitability, liquidity and a proper balance among risk of the Sambhar 

Salts Ltd. The Study would be helpful to Sambhar Salts Ltd. in 

formulation of new strategies. The study will also be helpful to the 

investors in judging the performance of Sambhar Salts Ltd. 
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Literature Review 

Sharma and Joshi (2002) analysed the trend of working capitals and its 

management of salt industry concerned with SSL. The study was bound 

to the time period of year 1994-1999. Researcher observed and declared 

that the profitability and liquidity of the company suffered due to the 

inefficient management of working capital. Researcher should suggest to 

improve the condition of current liabilities and current assets favourable 

to the company. The current study is an attempt to check out the present 

position of SSL in relation to working capital management after a gap of 

approximate 15 years. Researcher wants to check whether the company 

is following same pattern towards working capital management or has 

improve itself with the help of suggestions and recommendations. 

Barot Haresh (2012) expressed in his study that a negative relationship 

between account receivables and corporate profitability and a positive 

relationship between accounts payable and profitability. He concludes 

that firms should properly manage their cash, accounts receivables, 

accounts payables, and inventories in proper way, will ultimately 

increase profitability of the firms. 

Biswajit Bose (2013) concludes that out of various ratios (such as 

working capital turnover ratio, net current assets to total assets ratio, 

inventory turnover ratio, cash position ratio, current ratio), only cash 

position ratio has positive impact on return on total assets and the 

remaining has negative correlation with return on total assets and also 

found that return total assets is negatively associated with days of 

working capital. 

Hina Agha (2014) found that creditors’ turnover ratio, debtors’ turnover 

ratio and inventory turnover ratio have a positive significant impact on 

return on assets and there is no significant impact of current ratio on 

return on assets. 
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Bukhari and Malik (2014) researched that positive and insignificant 

relationship of average collection period and profitability while negative 

and insignificant relationship between profitability and average age of 

inventory and also found that the relationship between the average 

payment period and profitability is negative and significant. They 

expressed that fund flow statement has positively insignificant while 

cash conversion cycle is positively significant relationship with 

profitability. 

Objectives 

The main object of the study is to find out the way for improvised 

working capital management to achieve this goal following objective be 

considered and answered. 

 To analyse the working capital management 

 To find out the inefficiency of working capital management. 

Research Methodology 

The secondary data was taken from the published annual reports of the 

units, books and various publication of institutions and government for 

purpose of analysis collection of data, classification and interpretation of 

data and on the basis of the information result should be drawn in the 

study with the help of the published and unpublished information as also 

been taken .The data for the study have been obtained from the annual 

reports of the sambhar salts ltd for years 2011-12 to 2015-16. 

Research tool used - For the purpose of working capital management one 

major technique is used its trend analysis. Statistical technique like chi-

square test has been used in analysis and also has been used graphs and 

trend rations. 

H0 = Working Capital Management can increase the profitability and 

efficiency of the SSL. 
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The term 'trend' is very commonly used in day to day conversation. 

Trend, also called secular or long term trend, which is the basic tendency 

of production, sales, income, current assets and current liabilities etc to 

grow or decline over a given period of time. 

The objectives of trend analysis are a base for comparison and 

estimation the study shows current assets trend, current liabilities trend 

and working capital trend of Sambhar Salts Ltd. The year 2011 to 2015 

have been chosen for that. 

Current Assets Trend of SSL 

Currents assets are the main constituents of working capital. Those 

assets which are normally converted into cash within one year are 

known as 'current assets'. The important component of current assets 

includes inventories, receivables, cash and bank balances. In financial 

analysis, the direction of change over a period of time is of crucial 

importance, current assets are one of factor of crucial importance. 

Currents Assets Trend of SSL 
(2011-12 to 2015-16) 

Year Current assets 
(Rs. in lakhs) 

Indices (2011-
12=100) 

2011-12 1901 100 
2012-13 1862 97.95 
2013-14 1801 94.74 
2014-15 1475 77.59 
2015-16 1816 95.53 

Source: Annual Reports of Sambhar Salts Ltd. 

In Sambhar Salts Ltd. the indices of current assets of Sambhar Salt Ltd. 

Showed a fluctuating trend in 2011-12 to 2015-16. The current assets 

indices were decreased to 97.95 in 2012-13, 97.74, 77.59 in 2013-14 and 

2014-15 while the indices increased to 95.53 in 2015-16. 
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Original and Trend value of current assets of SSL 

(2011-12 to 2015-16) 

Year Current 
assets 

X X2 XY Line of best fit (Trend 
Value) Y= a+bx 

Elimination 
of trend 

2011-12 1901 -2 4 -3802 1771+(55.7X-2)=1882.4 18.6 

2012-13 1862 -1 1 -1862 1771+(55.7X-1)=1826.7 35.3 

2013-14 1801 0 0 0 1771+(55.7X0)=1771 30 

2014-15 1475 +1 1 +1475 1771+(55.7X1)=1715.3 -240.3 

2015-16 1816 +2 4 +3832 1771+(55.7X2)=1659.6 156.4 

Source: Annual Reports of Sambhar Salts Ltd. 

H0 = There is no significant difference between actual and trend value of 

current assets. 

Origin to X = 2011-12, X units of 1 year and Y Rupees of Lakhs. 

Where the equation comes to : 

a= 1771 b= -55.7 

YC = 1771 + ( - 55.7xX) 

The liner least square trend value of current assets in sambhar Salts Ltd 

are in table the yearly decreasing in current assets comes to Rs. -55.7 

Lakhs.  

To test the significance of difference between actual values trend values 

of current assets x2 test has been applied. The calculated value of X2 

comes to 49.68 lakhs while the table value of x2 is 12.592, which shows 

that the difference between the actual and trend values of current assets 

in the S.S. Ltd. at 5% level significance is significant. 
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Current Liabilities Trend of Sambhar Salts Ltd. 

Current liabilities are those claims of outsiders which are expected to be 

matured for payment within an accounting year and increase creditors, 

bills payable, bank overdraft, outstanding expenses, tax payable and 

income received in advance. 

Currents Liability Trend of SSL 
(2011-12 to 2015-16) 

Year Current Assets 
(Rs. in Lakhs) 

Indices 
(2011-12=100) 

2011-12 1194 100 
2012-13 1457 122.03 
2013-14 1643 137.61 
2014-15 1517 127.05 
2015-16 1645 137.77 

Source: Annual Reports of Sambhar Salts Ltd. 

The current liabilities trend of Sambhar Salts Ltd. Show a fluctuating 

trend in 2011-12 to 2015-2016 . The current liabilities indices decreased 

to 127.05 in 2014-15. Then indices increased in 2015-16. The increase in 

current liabilities was affected by the increase of sundry creditors and 

provisions. 

Original and Trend Value of Current Assets of SSL 
(2011-12 to 2015-16) 

Year Curren
t assets 

X X2 XY Line of best fit (Trend 
Value) Y= a+bx 

Elimination 
of trend 

2011-12 1194 -2 4 -2388 1491.2 + (96.2 x -2)=1298.8 -104.8 

2012-13 1457 -1 1 -1457 1491.2 + (96.2 x -1)=1395 62.0 

2013-14 1643 0 0 0 1491.2 + (96.2 x 0)=1491.2 151.8 

2014-15 1517 +1 1 +1517 1491.2 + (96.2 x 1)=1587.4 -70.4 

2015-16 1645 +2 4 +3290 1491.2 + (96.2 x 2)=1683.6 -38.6 

Source: Annual Reports of Sambhar Salts Ltd. 
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Origin to x = 2011-12, x units of 1 year and Y in Rupees of Lakhs. 

N= 5 

a= 1491.2 b=96.2 

where equation comes to ( 1491.2 + 96.2xX) 

The liner least square trend value of current liabilities in Sambhar Salts 

Ltd. are shown in table and the yearly increase in current liabilities 

comes to Rs. 96.2 lakhs. To Test the significance of difference between 

actual value and trend values of current liabilities. X2 test has been 

applied. The calculated value of X2 comes 30.66 lakhs and the table 

value of X2= 12.592 which shows that the difference between the actual 

and trend values of current liabilities in SSL at 5% level of significance is 

significant. 

Working Capital Trend of Sambhar Salts Ltd. 

A working capital trend analysis indicates the changes, which have taken 

place from time to time in the individual components of working capital, 

like current assets and current liabilities on the basis of any normal base 

year. 

Working capital is one of the important components of financial 

management. This analysis will provide a base to judge whether the 

practice and prevailing policy of the management with regard to working 

capital is enough or an improvement is yet to be made in managing the 

working capital funds. Further, any one trend by itself is not very 

important and therefore, the analyst should also make comparison to 

related trends. To illustrate an upward trend in working capital coupled 

with a downward trend in sales would usually reflect on unfavourable 

situation. 

Trend analysis is important to determine the direction and tendency of 

working capital. It is a dynamic method of analysis showing changes over 
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a period of time and enables to indicate the direction in which a business 

is going. 

Working Capital Trend of SSL 

(2011-12 to 2015-16) 

Year Working Capital 
(Rs. in Lakhs) 

Indices 
(2011-12=100) 

2011-12 707 100 
2012-13 405 57.28 
2013-14 158 22.35 
2014-15 -42 -5.94 
2015-16 172 24.33 

Source: Annual Reports of Sambhar Salts Ltd. 

The indices of working capital in SSL throughout the period of study 
showed fluctuating trend. The working capital indices were decreased in 
57.28 in 2012-13, again 22.35 in 2013-14, -5.94 in 2014-15 while it 
increased 24.33 in 2015-16. 

Original and Trend Value of Working Capital of SSL 
(2011-12 to 2015-16) 

Year Workin
g 

Capital  

X X2 XY Line of best fit (Trend 
Value) Y= a+bx 

Elimination 
of trend 

2011-12 707 -2 4 -1414 280 + (-151.7x -2)=583.4 123.6 

2012-13 405 -1 1 -405 280 + (-151.7x -1)=531.7 -26.7 

2013-14 158 0 0 0 280 + (-151.7x 0)=280.0 -122 

2014-15 -42 +
1 

1 -42 280 + (-151.7x 1)=128.3 170.3 

2015-16 172 +
2 

4 344 280 + (-151.7x 2)=-23.4 148.6 

Source: Annual Reports of Sambhar Salts Ltd. 

H0 = There is no significant difference between actual and trend value of 

working capital. 
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Origin to X= 2011-12, X units of 1 year and y in Rupees of lakhs. 

N=5 

a= 280 b=-151.7 

Where the equation comes to, 

Where the equation 280+( -151.7xX) 

The liner least square trend value of working capital in Sambhar Salts 

Ltd. is shows in table and the yearly decrease inworking capital is to Rs. -

151.7 Lakhs. The deviations negative in year 2015-16 was due to high 

liabilities (Sundry Creditors), which resulted in low working capital in 

comparison to other years under study. 

X2 test has been applied to test the significance between the difference 

of actual and trend values of working capital in Sambhar Salts Ltd. The 

calculated value of X2 is 1250.7 Lakhs, while the table value of X2 at 5% 

level of significance is 12.592 as the calculated value of X2 more than 

table value, which shows that the difference between actual and trend 

values is significant at 5% level of significance. 

Conclusion and Suggestions  

In working capital analysis the direction of change over a period of a 

year is of crucial importance. Trend analysis of ratios indicates the 

direction of change. The term trend is very commonly used in day to day 

conversation. In this study the data of working capital trends in SSL the 

data from 2011-12 to 2015-16 has been studied.  

Current Assets Trend  

The result of X2 test shows that the difference of actual value and 

trend value of current assets was significant. The table value and data 

show that current assets are fluctuating. It affects the profitability and 

mainly liquidity of the company. The time period of study is year 2011-

12 to 2015-16, where from 2011-12 to 2014-15 current assets is 
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decreasing which shows company is not having adequate funds in 

liquid form to meet out daily transactions and to grab the extra 

opportunities. Researcher can Suggest and recommended to improve 

and try to maintain the trend of current assets as already quite 

favourable in year 2015-16. 

Current Liabilities Trend  

The result of X2 test shows that the difference of Actual value and trend 

value of current liabilities was significant. The table value and data 

shows that initially current liabilities was increasing from 2011-12 to 

2013-14 continuously which reflect over burden of short term 

borrowing. In the year 2014-15 the current liabilities trend to increase 

but the efforts of company were not so effective to maintain it which 

result in increase of current liabilities in the year 2015-16 again as point 

of time current assets decreasing and on same time current liabilities 

was increasing which reflects the problem of working capital 

management.   

Working Capital Trend 

After the study and deep analysis of current assets and current 

liabilities it already shows that company is facing the problem of 

working capital. The result of X2 test shows that the difference of actual 

value and trend value was significant. The table shows that working 

capital of company is decreasing continuously from year 2011-12 to 

2013-14 and we can observe a very pathetic and pivotal situation in 

year 2014-15 where the working capital was negative (-42 lakhs). The 

management of working capital is not so effective and efficiently 

handled by the company. It has increased the burden of short term 

borrowing on company. Which can adversely affecting the goodwill, 

profitability liquidity and chance to grab the opportunity effectively. 

Research can suggest to maintain the position of working capital as in 

year 2015-16. The finance manager of company should try to improve 
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the elements of current liabilities i.e. other current liabilities and short 

term provisions. Where a large amount is blocked and increasing 

without any hindrance. On the other hand company should try to 

release the block money from inventories and to pay off the 

unnecessary current liabilities so that company can manage working 

capital effectively. 

Limitations of Study 

The study is limited with time duration and availability of required 

information and data which was not easily accessible. 
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